Robust noise region-based active contour model via local similarity factor for image segmentation
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1. Introduction

Image segmentation plays a key role in both image understanding and computer vision. Numerous image segmentation methods have been proposed for different applications. Of special interest are those based on active contour models\textsuperscript{[1–5]}, which have been widely studied and used due to their ability to adaptively handle the changes of topological structure and smooth behavior. However, their methodology is normally adapted to a particular problem, and the robust and efficient application of a particular method to images of different complexity and unknown noise manifestations is still a challenging problem.

The principle of active contour model is based on the theory of contour evolution under given constraints to more accurately detect the object boundaries. As a consequence, depending on the kind of information used, existing active contour models are normally categorized into several types: edge-based models\textsuperscript{[1,3,4,6–11]}, global region-based models\textsuperscript{[5,12–16]}, edge/region-based active contour models\textsuperscript{[17]}, local region-based active contour models\textsuperscript{[18–29]} and global/local region-based active contour models\textsuperscript{[30]}. Edge-based models design a gradient stop function to accurately segment object boundaries in high quality images, while they are more sensitive to image noise and boundaries presenting weak gradient magnitude.

Global region-based models\textsuperscript{[5,12–16]} attempt to solve the above problems by using the statistical information inside and outside active contour to guide the curve evolution. Although global region-based models have several advantages over edge-based models, including less sensitivity to noise and a better ability to detect weak boundaries, these models would fail to segment images having intensity inhomogeneity. Later, local region-based models\textsuperscript{[19,21–29]} were presented to overcome this problem, using localized image information as constraints. The consideration of intensity statistics in localized regions instead of globally throughout the image improves segmentation performance on images with intensity inhomogeneity, but at the expense of a higher dependency on initialization parameters.

Although both global and local region-based models improve segmentation performance assuming weak to moderate Gaussian noise, these models still lack enough robustness to be applied to wider noise manifestations observed in real world applications, especially in cases with no a priori knowledge of noise characteristics.
Fig. 1 shows an example synthetic image showing intensity inhomogeneity in (a), and artificially corrupted by Gaussian noise with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 4.2 dB in (d). We can observe the higher overlap in intensity values between object and background pixels after the image is corrupted by the Gaussian noise (compare Fig. 1(b)–(e)), which would make previous models \([7,18,21,22,29]\) fail to accurately segment the object. Fig. 1(c) shows a manual outline drawn in the object to identify, while the state-of-art model \([29]\) based on the local region has an unsuccessful segmentation result as shown in Fig. 1(f). For many types of images in real world applications, such as medical images or synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, a successful segmentation algorithm needs to overcome wider manifestations of noise type and strength. Therefore, improving the robustness to noise of region-based active contour models is necessary.

We propose a novel region-based segmentation method that takes into account local similarity information in order to solve these limitations. The proposed method is able to segment objects from the image background with high noise levels as well as in images presenting intensity inhomogeneity. In this work we make three main contributions: first, we propose a local similarity factor to preserve noise robustness and outlier resistance, considering spatial distances and intensity differences in local regions. Second, our proposed algorithm was adapted to eliminate the necessity of pre-processing steps that frequently lead to loss of image details. Common pre-processing operations may blur object boundaries causing results that are too smooth or boundary leakage. Moreover, the proposed local similarity factor was designed to change from pixel-to-pixel and iteration-to-iteration. Therefore, the proposed method is expected to preserve more image details. Third, we present an extensive experimental analysis of both in our method and state-of-art models on synthetic images and real images, and show that the performance of our method was best providing more accurate segmentation results while also preserving edge information.

The rest of the paper is summarized as follows. We first review the previous work in Section 2. Then we describe the methodology of our proposed approach in Section 3. The experimental results and analysis are provided in Section 4, Section 5 summarizes conclusions.

2. Previous work

2.1. C–V model

For a given image \(I(x)\) in the image domain \(x \in \Omega\) and a closed contour curve \(C\) represented by level set function \(\Phi(x)\) partitioning the image into object and background regions, the region-based model proposed by Chan and Vese \([5]\) (C–V model) is formulated in terms of the level set function as follows:

\[
E^{CV}(\Phi, c_0, c_1) = \mu \int_\Omega \delta(\Phi(x))|\nabla \Phi(x)|\,dx + \lambda_1 \int_\Omega |I(x) - c_0|^2 H(\Phi(x))\,dx + \lambda_2 \int_\Omega |I(x) - c_2|^2 (1 - H(\Phi(x)))\,dx
\]  

(1)
where $\mu \geq 0$ is fixed constant parameter, $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ control the contributions of the internal energy and external energy terms, respectively, where object regions taken as internal term are the interior of $\Phi(x)$ ( $\Phi(x) > 0$) and background regions considered as external term are the exterior ( $\Phi(x) < 0$) while ( $\Phi(x) = 0$) represents zero level set.

In practice, the Heaviside function $H$ is approximated by a smooth function $H_\varepsilon$ defined as:

$$H_\varepsilon(z) = \frac{1}{2} \left[1 + \frac{2}{\pi} \arctan \left( \frac{z}{\varepsilon} \right) \right], \quad z \in \mathbb{R}$$

(2)

The derivative of $H_\varepsilon$ is $\delta_\varepsilon(z) = \frac{2}{\pi \varepsilon} \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{z}{\varepsilon} \right)^2}$.

Considering the approximated version of the functions $H_\varepsilon$ and $\delta_\varepsilon$, the energy functional (1) is approximated as:

$$E_{\text{C-V}}^\varepsilon(\Phi, c_1, c_2) = \mu \int_{\Omega} \delta_\varepsilon(\Phi(x)) |\nabla \Phi(x)| dx$$

$$+ \lambda_1 \int_{\Omega} I(x) - c_1 [1 - H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x))] dx$$

$$+ \lambda_2 \int_{\Omega} I(x) - c_2 [1 - H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x))] dx$$

(3)

$c_1$ and $c_2$ are the average intensities of the imageinside and outside $\Phi(x)$, respectively. The average intensities $c_1$ and $c_2$ are calculated as:

$$c_1 = \frac{\int_{\Omega} I(x)H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x))dx}{\int_{\Omega} H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x))dx}, \quad c_2 = \frac{\int_{\Omega} I(x)[1 - H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x))]dx}{\int_{\Omega}[1 - H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x))]dx}$$

(4)

Keeping $c_1$ and $c_2$ fixed, we minimize the energy functional (3) with respect to $\Phi(x)$ using the standard gradient descent method as:

$$\frac{\partial \Phi(x)}{\partial t} = \delta_\varepsilon(\Phi(x)) \left[ \mu \nabla \Phi(x) \nabla |\nabla \Phi(x)| \right] - \lambda_1 (I(x) - c_1)^2 + \lambda_2 (I(x) - c_2)^2$$

(5)

Obviously, both $c_1$ and $c_2$ are two constants that approximate the average intensity inside and outside the active contour, respectively. However, if the intensities inside or outside the contour are not homogeneous, only using global image information might be inadequate to characterize the image content. Thus, C-V model may fail to segment images with intensity inhomogeneity.

2.2. LBF model

To solve the segmentation problems caused by possible image inhomogeneity, Li et al. [19] proposed the local binary fitting model (LBF) which utilized the local image information with a Gaussian kernel. The local fitting energy is defined as:

$$E_{\text{LBF}}(\Phi, f_1, f_2) = \lambda_3 \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} K_\sigma(x-y)H(\Phi(y)) \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(y) - f_1(x) \right]^2 dy dx$$

$$+ \lambda_4 \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} K_\sigma(x-y) \left[1 - H(\Phi(y)) \right] \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(y) - f_2(x) \right]^2 dy dx$$

$$+ \nu \int_{\Omega} |\nabla \Phi(x)|^2 + \mu \int_{\Omega} \left| \nabla \Phi(x) \right| - 1 \right|^2 dx$$

(6)

where $\lambda_3$, $\lambda_4$, $\mu$ and $\nu$ are fixed positive parameters. $K_\sigma$ is a Gaussian kernel function with standard deviation $\sigma$, and $f_1$ and $f_2$ indicate two varying fitting functions that approximate the local intensities on the two sides of the contour.

Using the approximated Heaviside function $H_\varepsilon$ and Dirac function $\delta_\varepsilon$, the energy functional (6) can be rewritten as:

$$E_{\text{LBF}}^\varepsilon(\Phi, f_1, f_2) = \lambda_3 \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} K_\sigma(x-y)H_\varepsilon(\Phi(y)) \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(y) - f_1(x) \right]^2 dy dx$$

$$+ \lambda_4 \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} K_\sigma(x-y) \left[1 - H_\varepsilon(\Phi(y)) \right] \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(y) - f_2(x) \right]^2 dy dx$$

$$+ \nu \int_{\Omega} |\nabla \Phi(x)|^2 + \mu \int_{\Omega} \left| \nabla \Phi(x) \right| - 1 \right|^2 dx$$

(7)

Keeping the level set function fixed, and minimizing the expression in Eq. (7) with respect to $f_1(x)$ and $f_2(x)$, we obtain:

$$f_1(x) = \frac{K_\sigma(x) \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(x) - f_1(x) \right]}{K_\sigma(x) + H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x))}$$

$$f_2(x) = \frac{K_\sigma(x) \left[1 - H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x)) \right] \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(x) - f_2(x) \right]}{K_\sigma(x) + \left[1 - H_\varepsilon(\Phi(x)) \right]}$$

(8)

We minimize the approximated energy functional (7) with respect to $\Phi(x)$ to get evolving equation of the level set function:

$$\frac{\partial \Phi(x)}{\partial t} = \mu \left( \nabla^2 \Phi(x) - \text{div} \left( \frac{\nabla \Phi(x)}{|\nabla \Phi(x)|} \right) \right) + \nu \delta_\varepsilon(\Phi(x)) \text{div} \left( \frac{\nabla \Phi(x)}{|\nabla \Phi(x)|} \right)$$

$$+ \lambda_3 \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(x) - f_1(x) \right] \delta_\varepsilon(\Phi(x)) \left[ \frac{1}{2} I(x) - f_2(x) \right]$$

(9)

with $e_1$ and $e_2$ defined as follows:

$$e_1(x) = \int_{\Omega} K_\sigma(d(x,y)) |\nabla(y) - f_1(x)| dy, \quad i = 1, 2$$

(10)

The LBF model handles complex images even in the presence of intensity inhomogeneity using the local intensity information in a Gaussian window inside and outside the contour. However, the LBF model is quite sensitive to noise and has limitations in the presence of high noise levels (as observed in Fig. 1).

2.3. Summary

Both of the C-V and LBF models employ the mean intensity inside or outside the active contour to characterize the global or local image information. Because the difference between each pixel intensity and intensity mean is statistically insufficient to characterize a region, these models may be unable to segment the images with high noise levels and intensity inhomogeneity. To address this problem, several active contour models [7] employ de-noising step to filter images, and then utilize the filtered image to define energy functional. In this work, we develop a novel region-based active contour model for the segmentations of object in images with high noise level to achieve high segmentation accuracy and good robustness by considering the local spatial information and the local intensity difference.

3. Proposed RLSF model

Motivated by the strengths of bilateral filtering [35] and local region-based active contour models, we proposed a robust region-based model for image segmentation called Region-based model via Local Similarity Factor (RLSF).

3.1. Introducing the local similarity factor

Generally, the intensity of a pixel within the image can be similar to those of its neighbors. In the RLSF model, each local region is split into two local sub-regions inside and outside the evolving curve, as shown in Fig. 2. For each pixel within a local window, the contribution of the statistical information lies on the distance from the window center. Here, the size of the local window surrounding a given position should be no larger than the size of the local region at the same position. Fig. 2 shows the relationship of the local window and local region. Black line, red circle and blue dashed rectangle represent the active contour, local region and spatial local window, respectively. Yellow region and light blue region are the local interior and exterior regions, respectively. Based on this analysis, the local spatial distance in the local similarity factor.
(LSF) is included to balance the intensity difference between neighboring pixels and intensity mean on the local interior region or the local exterior region.

By introducing a local similarity factor we aim to solve two main shortcomings in existing state-of-art global and local active contour methods: (1) region-based models are less sensitive to Gaussian noise to some extent; however, they still lack enough robustness on images corrupted by noise of different characteristics and strength; (2) most methods [7] utilize the Gaussian function with a given standard deviation to filter the image, based on the assumption that the noise follows a Gaussian distribution, resulting in the boundary leakage in the curve evolution.

The local similarity factor (LSF), proposed to build the region-based energy expression is defined pixel-by-pixel within the image I by:

\[
LSF(x, \ell) = \int_{y \in N_x} \frac{||I(y) - \ell||^2}{d(x, y)} dy
\]

where \(N_x\) is a local window defined as a neighborhood of pixels surrounding the pixel \(x\). \(d\) is the spatial Euclidean distance between two pixels. \(\ell\) is a local average intensity value, defined within a local region as explained in a later section.

The consideration of local distances to neighbors and their local intensity differences is used to control the balance between reduction of noise effects and preservation of image details. The lack of pre-processing steps in this method aids the preservation of image details. The contribution of each pixel within a local window also depends on its proximity to the window center, which also controls the influence of noise. In our experiments, we considered the local window to be a square of 5 x 5 pixel dimensions. However, local windows of other sizes or shapes, as a circle or and ellipse, could also be considered. In a later section of the manuscript we briefly explore the effects of selecting a square window of different sizes.

3.2. Energy functional of RLSF model

The local region-based model characterizes the background and foreground information in terms of smaller local regions. In the proposed energy functional, we define the local average intensities in the interior and exterior of the contour considering a mask \(M(x, y)\). The mask \(M(x, y)\) is used to define a local region as:

\[
M(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } d(x, y) < r \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(d\) is the spatial Euclidean distance between the pixel \(y\) and the center \(x\) of a local region and \(r\) is a parameter defining the maximum size of the local region. For example, a mask corresponds to the red circle in Fig. 2. The local region defined by the parameter \(r\) and the local window defined in Eq. (11) are different, where the local region centered on the active contour is used to characterize the local intensities while the local window centered on the same position is utilized to compute the weighted values.

Based on the theory of global mean intensities of the interior and exterior regions, the localized intensity means \(I_1\) and \(I_2\) are then defined by:

\[
I_1(x) = \frac{\int_{\Omega} M(x, y) I(y) H_i(\Phi(y)) dy}{\int_{\Omega} M(x, y) H_i(\Phi(y)) dy}
\]

\[
I_2(x) = \frac{\int_{\Omega} M(x, y) I(y) (1 - H_i(\Phi(y))) dy}{\int_{\Omega} M(x, y) (1 - H_i(\Phi(y))) dy}
\]

where \(I_1\) and \(I_2\) represent the intensity mean in the local interior and exterior regions of active contour centered at the pixel \(x\). \(H_i(\cdot)\) is the regularized Heaviside function defined in Eq. (2).

By using the definition of local similarity factor, we now propose a robust region-based model for image segmentation, named region-based model via local similarity factor (RLSF). It incorporates local spatial distance and local intensity statistical information into its objective function, defined as:

\[
E_{RLSF}(x, C) = \varepsilon_{RLSF}(I_1(x), I_2(x), C) + \mu \varepsilon (C)
\]

where \(C\) represents a closed active contour curve, \(\mu \geq 0\) is the fixed constant parameter. \(\varepsilon_{RLSF}\) and \(\varepsilon\) are functions defined as follows:

\[
\varepsilon_{RLSF}(I_1(x), I_2(x), C) = \lambda_1 \int_{\text{inside}(C)} LSF(x, I_1(x)) dx
+ \lambda_2 \int_{\text{outside}(C)} LSF(x, I_2(x)) dx
= \lambda_1 \int_{\text{inside}(C)} \int_{y \in N_x} \frac{||(y) - I_1(x)||^2}{d(y, x)} dxdy
+ \lambda_2 \int_{\text{outside}(C)} \int_{y \in N_x} \frac{||(y) - I_2(x)||^2}{d(y, x)} dxdy
\]

\[
\varepsilon (C) = E_1
\]

where \(N_x\) is a local window defined as a neighborhood of pixels surrounding the pixel \(x\), as indicated in Eq. (11). \(\text{inside}(C)\) and \(\text{outside}(C)\) are the local regions inside and outside the active contour, corresponding to the yellow region and light blue region in Fig. 2.

Using the level set solution to represent \(C\), that is, \(C\) is the zero level set of a level set function \(\Phi(x)\), we can write:

\[
E_{RLSF}(x, \Phi(x)) = \int_{\Omega} \lambda_1 \int_{y \in N_x} \frac{||(y) - I_1(x)||^2}{d(y, x)} dy H_i(\Phi(x)) dx
+ \int_{\Omega} \lambda_2 \int_{y \in N_x} \frac{||(y) - I_2(x)||^2}{d(y, x)} dy (1 - H_i(\Phi(x))) dx
+ \mu \int_{\Omega} \delta(\Phi(x)) ||\nabla \Phi(x)|| dx
\]

Using the gradient descent flow method, we minimize the energy functional (18) with respect to \(\Phi\) to get the corresponding

---

Fig. 2. The relationship of the local window and local region.
variational level set formulation:
\[
\frac{\partial \Phi(x)}{\partial t} = \delta \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \right) \right) \phi(x) + \mu \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \phi(x) \right)
\]

Note that the data term in RLSF in Eq. (19) varies from traditional C-V model [5].

An example describing the method workflow is shown in Fig. 3, where \( LSF(x, l_2(x)) \) term in Eq. (19) is displayed after one iteration in (e) and after 700 iterations in (f). The images suggest that the local similarity factor seems robust in the presence of noise, capturing more image detail at each subsequent iteration.

3.3. Implementation

In the level set method [31], in order to keep the level set function \( \Phi \) as a sign distance function, the level set function is necessary to be re-initialized to be a sign distance function to its interface during the curve evolution. Consequently, we re-initialize the \( \Phi(x) \) using the incompressible two-phase flow algorithm [33]; furthermore, this algorithm also keeps the evolution curve smooth.

To obtain the solution to Eq. (19), we used the same work [21] to express it as the following iteration:
\[ \Phi^{n+1}(x) = \Phi^n(x) + \Delta t \Delta \Phi^n(x) \]

(20)

where \( \Delta \Phi^n(x) \) is the approximation of the right hand side in Eq. (19). \( \Delta t \) is the time-step, defined as \( \Delta t = \frac{0.48}{\max(|ab(\Phi^n)|)} \). The solution we obtain from Eq. (20) is re-initialized to be a sign distance function and keep the level set smooth.

4. Experimental results

The experiments presented in this section were all performed on a 2.16 GHz Pentium Dual PC with 3 GB memory. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.).

4.1. Qualitative evaluation

We evaluated qualitatively the RLSF model results on five images of different noise type and complexity level. Fig. 4 displays...
Fig. 7. The comparison with seven region-based active contour models on a noise image. (a) the noise image under four noise levels corresponding to first, second, third and fourth row, i.e. SNR = {8.9 dB, 5.1 dB, 4.2 dB, 3.9 dB}, (b)-(g) are results of LBF, LIF, LACM, LSACM, LLIF and RLSF. The initial contour (green) and ground truth (red) are overlapped to the first image in the first row. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. The comparison with five region-based active contour models on a blood vessel image corrupted by Gaussian noise. (a) the noise image under four noise levels corresponding first row to fourth row, i.e. SNR = {9.4 dB, 5.5 dB, 4.7 dB, 4.4 dB}, (b)-(g) are the results of LBF, LIF, LACM, LSACM, LLIF and RLSF, respectively. The initial contour (green) and ground truth (red) are overlapped to the first image in the first row. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
five synthetic images with severe intensity inhomogeneity. The initial contours and final segmentation results are highlighted in red and green, respectively, and overlaid on the images in the second row. We can observe that the RLSF method can segment multiple objects successfully in images with severe intensity inhomogeneity. Parameters were set to be $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 1$, $\mu = 0.06$, $\varepsilon = 0.01$, $r = 7$. The local window considered in the local similarity factor was set to a square of $5 \times 5$ pixel dimensions.

We also evaluated the RLSF model on a set of medical images from four different modalities. Fig. 5, from left to right, shows two magnetic resonance angiogram (MRA) images of blood vessels, a magnetic resonance image (MRI) of the left ventricle of a human heart, an ultrasound image and a torso computed tomography (CT) image. These images present high complexity levels, including different noise statistics with varying strength, low contrast and intensity homogeneity. The experiment results reveal that the RLSF model was able to accurately locate the real boundaries of all targeted objects. Parameters were set to be $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 1$, $\mu = 0.06$, $\varepsilon = 0.01$, $r = 7$. The local window considered in the local similarity factor was set to a square of $5 \times 5$ pixel dimensions.

Fig. 9. (a) and (b) images with noise level 3.9 dB and 4.4 dB, respectively (in left), and the result of RLSF model (in right), (c) and (d) the filtered image (in left) and the result of CL model [7] (in right), (e) and (f) the filtered image (in left) and the result of LLIF model (in right). The initial contour and ground truth are shown in the images displayed in the far left in green and red, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Quantitatively comparisons of segmentation accuracy (Jaccard index) on a verification letter image dataset.
factor was set to a square of $5 \times 5$ pixel dimensions.

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed RLSF model, we compared it with state-of-art active contour models, including local binary fitting model (LBF) [18], local image fitting model (LIF) [21], localized active contour model (LACM) [22], locally statistical active contour model (LSACM) [29], and local likelihood image fitting energy model (LLIF) [32] on a synthetic image having noise and inhomogeneous intensities. In our method, the parameters are set to $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 1$, $\mu = 0.06$, $\epsilon = 0.01$, $r = 10$, $d = 7$. To make a fair comparison, we used the same initial contour, and set model parameters to their default values. The synthetic image and the initial contour highlighted in blue are displayed in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The segmentation results generated by using different models are shown in Fig. 6(c)-(h), respectively. The comparison results reveal that due to modeling the inhomogeneous regions as Gaussian distribution, the LIF model and the LSACM model detect more false objects whose intensities are similar to object intensities. The LBF model, LACM model, and LLIF can detect the object boundaries, but still is affected by the background. The major difference with these models is that the proposed RLSF characterizes the local intensities along evolving curve, and then balances the local intensity differences by considering the local spatial distance. The proposed RLSF model can produce satisfactory segmentation. This experiment demonstrates that our model has an improved ability to overcome the impact of different noise level and intensity inhomogeneity.

4.2. Evaluation of noise robustness

We evaluated the performance of the RLSF model in different noise levels on the synthetic and real images, comparing its results with both classical and state-of-art active contour models, including LBF, LIF, LACM, LSACM, and LLIF. To make a fair comparison, the same initial active contour curve was set for all the experiments, while the remaining method-dependent parameters were set to their default value. Artificial noise of different levels was added to the images using the Matlab function imnoise. Fig. 7 displays the comparison results obtained by using different segmentation methods on an artificial image with strong inhomogeneous intensity (corresponding to Fig. 1(a)) corrupted by Gaussian noise with SNR {8.9 dB, 5.1 dB, 4.2 dB, 3.9 dB} corresponding to the first, second, third and fourth row, respectively. Comparing to the ground truth shown in the first column, we can observe how the segmentation results produced by the LBF, LIF, LACM, LLIF and LSACM models are very sensitive to noise, as visibly worse results are produced at higher noise levels, while the RLSF model is able to accurately extract the target at all noise levels. The comparison results demonstrate that the RLSF model drives the active contour to converge to the boundary of target in the noise image while remaining more insensitive to higher noise levels.

We also evaluated the RLSF model on a blood vessel MRA image artificially corrupted by Gaussian noise at different levels, with SNR {9.4 dB, 5.5 dB, 4.7 dB, 4.4 dB} as shown in the first, second,
third, and fourth row in Fig. 8(a), respectively. We can observe how the identification of blood vessels in the image becomes harder with increasing noise level, resulting in more difficult segmentation problem. The red contour in the first column indicates a ground truth obtained by manual segmentation on the noiseless image (the same as shown in the first column in Fig. 5). We can observe how the LBF, LIF, LACM, LLIF, and LSACM models are very sensitive to noise, especially LBF, LIF and LSACM model, while LACM model is unable to evolve the active contour toward the target boundary since the noise makes the image more complex. Our proposed RLSF model has an improved ability to overcome the impact of low contrast and noise on this image. While noise level also has an effect in the RSLF model, we can observe how the segmentation results at higher levels are still reliable, especially by comparison to the results produced by other methods. Parameters were set to be $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 1$, $\mu = 0.06$, $\epsilon = 0.01$, $d = 7$.

As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the previous local models increased their performance when the image is corrupted by noise of lower strength, and they tended to show poor segmentation results on images with higher noise levels or with no prior knowledge about the nature of the noise. However, the RLSF model showed accurate results at the higher noise levels.

One common approach to eliminate the noise dependency of previous methods is to consider a de-noising pre-processing step. However, this process may result in loss of details or erroneous results. The RLSF method produced accurate results without any pre-processing steps. In order to illustrate this fact, Fig. 9(a) and (d) shows the RSLF results at the highest noise levels in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. As the Chunming Li model (CL model) [7] and the LLIF model failed to accurately segment these images, we computed their results again, but this time using a pre-processing denoising step by Gaussian filtering (1.5 pixels standard deviation and $15 \times 15$ pixels window size), shown in Fig. 9(b) and (e) for the CL model, and (c) and (f) for the LLIF model. We can observe that although the pre-processing denoising step somehow improved the segmentation produced by these previous models, the results are still not accurate, while this procedure also blurred the boundary causing possible loss of image details. On the other hand, the RLSF method was able to directly segment the objects from images with high levels of noise without the need of the pre-processing denoising step.

We further assessed the performance of the RLSF model in the presence of difference noise levels and compared to the previously mentioned methods quantitatively, segmenting a dataset of 22 verification letter images [24], where these images are corrupted by Gaussian noise at five different, with SNR {8.2 dB, 3.4 dB, 3.3 dB, 3.2 dB, 3.1 dB} in the same manner as done previously. We computed the Jaccard similarity coefficient (ratio between the intersection and union of the segmentation results and ground truth) as a quantitative measurement of segmentation accuracy and compared the results for different methods and noise levels, averaging across the images in the dataset. Fig. 10 shows the
comparison result of the different models evaluated, including CL, LACM, LBF, LIF, LSACM, LLIF and RLSF models. The comparative results demonstrate that the RLSF was able to perform appropriately for the images in the dataset, even at higher levels of noise. Parameters were set to be $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 1$, $\mu = 0.06$, $\epsilon = 0.01$, $r = 7$. The local window considered in the local similarity factor was set to a square of 5 x 5 pixel dimensions.

4.3. Discussion of convergence

We present a preliminary convergence analysis here by comparing the local and global energy variants on a brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 11 shows in (a) the original MRI image, (b) initialization contour, (c) and (d) segmentation of the RLSF model and global active contour model, respectively, (e) the local and global energies. In this particular image, the energies converged to different values for the RLSF and the global model, producing different final segmentation results (shown in (c) and (d), respectively), and the energies shown in (e) are scaled to show them on the same graph. In Fig. 11 (e), we can observe that the RLSF model converged to a minimum energy value after $\sim 3000$ iterations, whilst the global model converged to a stable solution after $\sim 100$ iterations presenting a higher convergence speed. However, the faster convergence speed of the global model came with a tradeoff of worse segmentation results when compared to the RLSF model.

We also evaluated the effects of two parameters (radius and window size) on the RLSF resulting energy, results and convergence speed. Fig. 12 shows the results of varying the radius while maintaining a constant window size. Fig. 13 shows the results of varying the window size while maintaining a constant radius. We can observe that convergence speed varies as we vary such parameters, with the energies eventually converging to a stable status. In broad terms, selecting smaller radius and window sizes needed a slightly larger number of iterations to converge. The final results followed boundaries that can be observed in the image, but depended highly on the selection these parameters. This fact highlights the need of an appropriate parameter selection dependent of the nature of the object to be segmented.

4.4. Initialization robustness

One of the possible limitations of the RLSF model is its dependence on contour initialization, similar to other local active contour models, like Refs. [18,21,29,32] (which are known to be more sensitive to initialization than global active contour models). Since the RLSF model calculates the local average intensity inside and outside the active contour, the initial contour needs to be placed on a region that is relatively close to object to be segmented. The results demonstrated a successful segmentation when the initialization contour is relatively good, including a larger number of pixels belonging to the object region than belonging to the background region. Fig. 14 shows results in a larger array of initial contours on a synthetic image including three different objects with inhomogeneity. The results in four of the nine different initialization, shown in (a)–(d), were accurate and stable for

![Fig. 13.](image-url) (a)–(d) Segmentation results produced by the RLSF model using a window size $3 \times 3$, $7 \times 7$, $11 \times 11$ and $15 \times 15$, respectively. (e) The energy component recorded at each iteration. Remaining parameters were set to $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 1$, $\mu = 0.06$, $\epsilon = 0.01$, $r = 10$.
the three objects in the image. Two initializations, shown in (e) and (g), resulted in accurate and stable segmentation of two of the objects while it failed to segment one object. The remaining 3 initializations, shown in (f), (h) and (i), resulted in an incorrect segmentation of the background region. These results highlight two limitations in selecting an initial boundary. The first limitation comes when the initialization contour contains a large amount of background information, which may result in an erroneous segmentation of background due to inhomogeneity in the image as seen in (e). The second limitation comes when the initially selected pixels contain very reduced information about an object and more information about the background, as seen in (f)–(i), which produces the exclusion of the object and inclusion of background.

Although the RLSF model is sensitive to initialization, Fig. 14 indicates that different reasonable initializations containing enough
information about the objects and reduced background information produce accurate exact results. In upcoming work we also plan to include further modifications and constraints to reduce the dependency with initialization even more as well as improve the model ability to handle more complex images.

4.5. Runtime

Theoretically, the proposed RLSF model has a linear complexity \( O(\frac{S}{d}) \), where \( S \), \( d \) and \( r \) are the size of the image, window size and radius, respectively, as shown in Fig. 15 shows the runtime performance on images of increasing sizes. Figs. 11 and 12(e) also revealed that the convergence speed will slightly decrease as the radius or window size decreased.

4.6. Local window size evaluation

The introduced RLSF model is governed by one main parameter controlling the contribution of the local similarity factor: the local window size, which specifies the set of neighborhood pixels. The parameter mainly controls the extent of noise preservation. The
synthetic image artificially corrupted by five Gaussian noise levels corresponding to SNR \{8.8 \text{ dB}, 5.0 \text{ dB}, 4.3 \text{ dB}, 3.7 \text{ dB}, 3.4 \text{ dB}\} shown in Fig. 1(d) was used to study the influence of these parameters. We tested the method performance in a varying set of local window size, from \(3 \times 3\) pixels to \(13 \times 13\) pixels in increment steps of 2 pixels, with the segmentation accuracy in terms of Jaccard similarity coefficient shown in Fig. 16. We can observe that the segmentation accuracy with different local window size decreased as SNR decreased. However, the Jaccard similarity coefficient keeps relatively stable for \(5 \times 5\) pixels, where it showed the higher accuracy for this particular image.

4.7. Comparison in nature image segmentation

A comparative experiment was performed on 45 real world color images selected from the Berkeley segmentation data set 500 (BSDS500) which consists of a set of natural images and their ground truth segmentation maps [34], where these 45 test images (non-texture images) have only one target and relatively simple background and their sizes are all \(481 \times 321\) pixels. Fig. 17 displays the visual comparison results for four images from 45 test images, where the green and blue outlines indicate manual segmentations and initialization results in Fig. 17(a), and the white outlines in (b)–
(f) represent the final segmentations with different models. The visual comparison results illustrate that the RLSF model has better segmentation performance than the state-of-art approaches. The segmentation accuracy (Jaccard index) and Hausdorff distance for the segmentation results obtained by using five algorithms to segment 45 Berkeley color images are displayed in Fig. 18. It demonstrated that the RLSF model achieves higher Jaccard index and lower hausdorff distance, and outperforms the other models. Both quantitative comparisons demonstrated that the RLSF model has a good performance for the nature images. Parameters were set to be $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 1$, $\mu = 0.06$, $\epsilon = 0.01$, $r = 10$. The local window considered in the local similarity factor was set to a square of $7 \times 7$ pixel dimensions.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The spatial distance in the RLSF was included to balance the intensity differences between neighboring pixels and local mean intensity on two sides of active contour, aiming for convergence to similarity factor pixels as the number of iterations increase. This spatial information changes adaptively according to the distance from the neighbor pixels to the center of the local window and the intensity difference varies automatically within a neighborhood region, changing the local similarity values from pixel to pixel and from iteration to iteration. Fig. 19 displays an example of this process in an image corrupted by Gaussian noise, showing the segmented contour results and contents of the level set function $\Phi$ values within a neighboring $5 \times 5$ window at increasing number of iterations, from initialization in (a) to 1500 iterations in (d). According to the function values shown in Fig. 19, we can observe how those values evolve to positive values within the object and negative values for the background. The suppression extent of uncorrupted pixels within the local neighborhood becomes stronger because the local intensity difference depresses the influence of more noisy pixels. Moreover, when neighbor pixels are mostly corrupted by noise, the ability of balancing noise primarily depends on the local spatial distances. Hence, the local similarity factor balances the influence of the noisy pixels.

In this paper, we present a novel region-based active contour model via local similarity factor. The proposed algorithm shows promising results segmenting objects of different nature and characteristics in images of different nature at higher values of noise level, where other known methods seem to fail. This is achieved by incorporating a local spatial intensity and distance intensity factors.

While our method seems to be more robust to higher noise levels and provides outlines of sufficient detail preservation, similarly to many traditional region-based active contour models, the RLSF model is sensitive to the active contour initialization. We plan to include further modifications and constraints to make it less sensitive to this initialization as well as improve its ability to handle more complex images in upcoming work.
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